**IMAGE HIGHLIGHTS**

*Each/Other: Marie Watt and Cannupa Hanska Luger*

**MARIE WATT**

*Butterfly*

Marie Watt (Seneca), *Butterfly*, 2015. Reclaimed wool blankets, satin binding, thread, cotton twill tape and tin jingles; 94 x 126 in. Denver Art Museum: Funds from Loren G. Lipson, M.D., Vicki & Kent Logan, with additional funds from Brian Tschumper, Nancy Benson, Jan & Mike Tansey, and JoAnn & Bob Balzer, 2016.1A-B. © Marie Watt.

**CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER**

*Every One*

Cannupa Hanska Luger, *Every One*, 2018. Ceramic, social collaboration; 12 x 15 x 3 ft. Image courtesy of Marie Walsh Sharpe Gallery of Contemporary Art at Ent Center for the Arts, UCCS, Colorado Springs, CO.

**MARIE WATT**

*Skywalker/Skyscraper (Babel)*


**MARIE WATT**

*Portrait taken by Sam Gehrke*

Portrait of Marie Watt, 2020, taken by Sam Gehrke.
CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER
Portrait taken by Brendan George Ko in 2019

Portrait Cannupa Hanska Luger, 2019. Photo by Brendan George Ko.

CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER
This Is Not A Snake and The One Who Checks & The One Who Balances

Cannupa Hanska Luger, This Is Not A Snake, 2017-2020. Ceramic, fiber, steel, oil drums, concertina wire, ammunition cans, trash, found objects; 78 x 36 x 600 in.

Cannupa Hanska Luger, The One Who Checks & The One Who Balances, 2018. Ceramic, riot gear, afghan, wool surplus industrial felt, beadwork by Kathy Elkwoman Whitman; 6-1/2 ft x 12 in x 8 in (each, approximate). © Cannupa Hanska Luger. Photo courtesy of the Heard Museum, Craig Smith.

DAKOTA HOSKA, (OGLALA LAKOTA)

MARIE WATT
Trek (Pleiades)

Marie Watt, Trek (Pleiades), 2014. Reclaimed wool blankets, satin binding, embroidery floss, and thread; 74 x 123 in. Courtesy of the Tia Collection. Image courtesy of the artist. Photograph by Aaron Johanson.

CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER
Regalia from Sweet Land Opera: Coyotes and Wiindigo

Cannupa Hanska Luger, Regalia from Sweet Land Opera: Coyotes and Wiindigo, 2020. Mixed media; 6-1/2 ft x 12 in x 8 in (each, approximate). Photo by Casey Kringlen for The Industry.

MARIE WATT
Companion Species (Radiant)


CANNUPA HANSKA LUGER
Mirror Shield Project

Mirror Shield Project
Concept Artist: Cannupa Hanska Luger
Drone operation/Performance organization: Rory Wakemup

Oceti Sakowin camp, Standing Rock, ND 2016 Image courtesy of the artist.